Executive functions are a diverse and critical suite of cognitive abilities that are often disrupted in individuals with psychiatric disorders. Despite their moderate to high heritability, little is known about the molecular genetic factors that contribute to variability in executive functions and how these factors may be related to those that predispose to psychiatric disorders. We examined the relationship between polygenic risk scores built from large genome-wide association studies of psychiatric disorders and executive functioning in typically developing children.
Executive functions are a diverse and critical suite of cognitive abilities that are often disrupted in individuals with psychiatric disorders. Despite their moderate to high heritability, little is known about the molecular genetic factors that contribute to variability in executive functions and how these factors may be related to those that predispose to psychiatric disorders. We examined the relationship between polygenic risk scores built from large genome-wide association studies of psychiatric disorders and executive functioning in typically developing children.
In our discovery sample (N = 417), consistent with previous reports on general cognitive abilities, polygenic risk for autism spectrum disorder was associated with better performance on the Dimensional Change Card Sort test from the NIH Cognition Toolbox, with the largest effect in the youngest children. Polygenic risk for major depressive disorder was associated with poorer performance on the Flanker test in the same sample. This second association replicated for performance on the Penn Conditional Exclusion Test in an independent cohort (N = 3681). Our results suggest that the molecular genetic factors contributing to variability in executive function during typical development are at least partially overlapping with those associated with psychiatric disorders, although larger studies and further replication are needed.
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| INTRODUCTION
Executive functions encompass diverse cognitive abilities, including flexibility, inhibitory control, abstraction, fluency, selective attention and working memory. The quintessentially human instantiation of these skills not only sets us apart from the rest of the animal kingdom, but also plays an integral role in cognitive development. Perhaps because they exhibit protracted maturation, executive functions are particularly variable and vulnerable during childhood and adolescence.
Furthermore, deficits in executive functioning are widely reported in psychiatric populations including those affected by attention deficit/ hyperactivity disorder 1,2 (ADHD), autism spectrum disorder 1 (ASD), bipolar disorder 3 (BIP), major depressive disorder 4 (MDD), schizophrenia 5 (SCZ) and others. 6 Whether factors associated with risk for
Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the Pediatric Imaging, Neurocognition and Genetics (PING) study database (http://ping.chd.ucsd. edu). As such, the investigators within PING contributed to the design and implementation of PING and/or provided data but did not participate in analysis or writing of this report. A complete listing of PING investigators can be found at https://ping-dataportal.ucsd.edu/sharing/Authors10222012.pdf.
psychiatric disorders and resulting executive function disruptions also correlate with executive function performance during typical development remains unknown.
Heritability estimates are moderate to high, ranging from 0.29 to 0.76, for performance on many individual executive function tests. [7] [8] [9] Correlations in performance across tests are often summarized as having "unity and diversity" 10 to note both a task-domain general performance factor that cannot be explained by general cognitive abilities (unity) and also task-domain specific factors (diversity). 11, 12 The heritability of executive function exhibits this same pattern. Twin and family studies suggest domain-general and domain-specific genetic contributions that appear separable from those affecting general cognitive abilities. Estimates of heritability for some of these latent factors has been as high as 1. [7] [8] [9] Contrary to quantitative genetics reports, molecular genetic studies are less revealing. A number of candidate genes have been proposed 13 but single gene studies provide mixed results and their reliability in small to moderate samples is questionable. 14 Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) aiming to scan all common genetic variants
are also yet to add significantly to our understanding of individual differences in executive functioning. [15] [16] [17] [18] It appears that the genetic architecture of executive functions, like other complex cognitive phenotypes, 19, 20 is diffuse across very many variants (polygenic).
Extremely large sample sizes for reliable single variant studies or alternative approaches will be needed to advance understanding of the molecular genetic contributions to executive functioning.
The use of polygenic risk scores (PRSs) is a powerful approach for gaining insights into the genetic architecture of cognitive phenotypes. 21, 22 PRSs are quantitative scores that index, for each individual subject in a study sample, their aggregate genetic risk for a trait of interest. Specifically, a PRS is computed as the weighted sum counting all risk alleles for a selected set of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) carried by an individual. The weight used for each risk allele is the SNP log odds ratio estimated out of sample in a large GWAS of the given trait. PRSs are demonstrated to be powerful and reliable indicators not only for genetic contributions to single traits but also for genetic correlations between traits. 22 Associating psychiatric PRS with cognitive performance in healthy populations may advance our understanding of the overlap among genetic factors contributing to cognitive deficits emerging through psychiatric illness and those affecting variability in unaffected individuals. 23 Although PRSs do not provide the molecular specificity of single locus studies, they can provide important insights into broader aspects of genetic architectures.
These broader relationships are important for informing newer analytic approaches exploiting functional hypotheses for improved power at finer scales. 24, 25 A growing body of work has begun investigating the association between psychiatric PRS and measures of cognitive performance in the general population. Higher ADHD PRSs have been associated with lower performance in IQ, educational achievement, working memory, and language skills in children [26] [27] [28] and lower IQ, educational attainment and verbal-numerical reasoning in adults. [28] [29] [30] study. Because of "unity and diversity" described by quantitative genetic studies, we followed our primary analysis with descriptive, post hoc analyses. The goal of these analyses was to generate novel hypotheses about the potential specificity of the strongest disorderspecific PRS to each of 2 executive function tasks and their independence from effects on more general cognitive abilities. Finally, we selected our strongest findings for replication in a second, complimentary cohort, the PNC. We hypothesized that multiple PRSs would show associations with variability in executive functions, revealing plausible evidence for domain specificity. Importantly, we also explored the understudied, moderating effect of age.
| MATERIAL AND METHODS

| Psychiatric GWAS
The PGC published per SNP summary statistics for GWAS of 5 psychiatric conditions (https://www.med.unc.edu/pgc/results-and-downloads). 
| The PING cohort
The PING study (http://pingstudy.ucsd.edu/Data.php) 52 created a comprehensive, publicly shared, data resource for studying standardized assessments of neurocognition, neuroimaging and genetics in typically developing children. Cross-sectional measurements on 1493 individuals ranging in age from 3 to 21 years were aggregated from sites across the United States. The cohort is described fully elsewhere. 52, 53 Relevant to this study, subjects were excluded only for known history of neurological disorders, head trauma, preterm birth, severe psychiatric diagnosis (autism spectrum, SCZ or BIPs), intellectual disability, pregnancy, maternal daily drug or alcohol use during pregnancy or incompatibility with MRI (i.e. braces, pregnancy, claustrophobia, etc.). ADHD, general or specific learning disabilities, and/or depression, confirmed or suspected, were not exclusionary as these are fairly common in developing populations. However, no testing was conducted to screen for these conditions and therefore verification of a diagnosis or identification of additional participants who may have met criteria was not possible. Subjects were enrolled from the greater metropolitan areas of Baltimore, Boston, Honolulu, Los
Angeles, New Haven, New York, Sacramento and San Diego. Each subject's medical, developmental, behavioral history, as well as family medical history and environment were obtained from parental questionnaires. Socioeconomic status (SES) was recorded as a 7-point scale rating parental education from "less than seven years" to "professional degree," and a 12-point scale rating annual familial income from "less than $5,000" to "over $300 000."
Neurocognitive performance was assessed using the NIH Toolbox 47 .
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missingness <1%, were autosomal, and had unambiguous strand alignment (A/T, C/G SNPs removed Figure S1 ). Familial relatedness was determined from estimates of genome-wide identity by descent (IBD) among the remaining subjects using GCTA. 65 The 417 final subjects (191 female) were selected such that no pair had estimated IBD above 0.08 ( Figure S2 ). The first 10 PCs recomputed with smartPCA on the final subjects were kept as covariates for residual genetic ancestry.
62
PRSs were computed for each psychiatric GWAS following a standard approach 22 with parameters chosen to mimic a recent exemplar. 43 We intersected the 6 492 742 imputed SNPs in PING with each GWAS, randomly pruning the 5 sets so no pair of SNPs within 500 kb had r 2 linkage disequilibrium above 0.1. Only those with a P value <.05 in the GWAS were retained leaving 5363 (ADHD), categories and presented hierarchically in Table 2 with P values from LRTs on nested hierarchical models.
Post hoc tests were conditional on significance in the primary test and presented to describe the effects of specific PRS along with age and age squared interactions. Variables with P < .1 in the full model were selected for follow-up. These analyses (Figure 1) were also available for each subject. Adding the joint effects of the 5 PRS (+PRS main effects, +PRS age interactions) is a significant improvement to the explanatory power of the model when compared to the baseline model (intercept, +age covariates, +gender covariates, +environmental covariates, +genetic background covariates). Breaking down the terms into themed groups suggests all covariates except gender are important aspects of the baseline model and the main effects of the PRS are more predictive than their age interactions. Removing the terms not considered for post hoc analysis (−omitted PRS terms) did not significantly reduce the fit of the model. 
| RESULTS
Tested in aggregate, the PRS for ASD, ADHD, BIP, MDD and SCZ and their interactions with linear and quadratic age explained a small but significant proportion of variance in composite executive function among PING subjects (VE = 1.97%; LRT with 15 degrees of freedom (DF) P = .01; Table 2 ). Variables in the full model (Table S1) We also report a positive association between ASD PRS and performance on the DCCS task in the PING cohort, however this effect did not replicate for performance on the PCET in the PNC, despite both targeting flexibility/shifting. In the only other study to directly consider this relationship, Benca et al 38 also reported null associations between ASD PRS and all 3 of common executive, updating specific and shifting specific latent factors. These mixed results are contrasted by more consistent reports in larger samples using PRS 30, 35 and genetic correlations 30, 36, 75, 76 suggesting a positive correlation between genetic risk for ASD and higher cognitive functioning in unaffected individuals; although a few null reports exist as well. 36, 37 Given these mixed results, our initial associations should be repli- should not be taken as a definitive null finding, although it is unlikely large effects exist. It remains possible that psychiatric risk for multiple disorders is associated with cognitive performance broadly or with varying specificity and future studies with wide-reaching cognitive batteries and larger samples will be needed to definitively characterize these effects. Finally, larger and more informative GWAS of psychiatric conditions are also needed. The sensitivity and specificity of PRS vary due to differences in sample size, power and reliability of odds ratios taken from training GWAS (Table 1) 
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